Stars and Stripes Publishes Updated Road Guides for Servicemembers and Travelers Driving in Germany, Italy and the U.K.

_Packed with essential information for driving in Germany, Italy and the U.K., — such as country-specific road rules, emergency numbers for easy access on the road and understanding European road signs — the Stripes Road Guides are the perfect glove box companion for U.S. military stationed in Europe._

KAISERSLAUTERN, GERMANY (PRWEB) August 01, 2015 -- Stars and Stripes has published the 2015-2016 edition of the [Stripes Road Guides](http://www.stripes.com/digital/) for U.S. servicemembers and civilians driving in Europe. Stripes Road Guides feature:

- Country-specific road rules
- Fuel station map for saving on gasoline in Germany
- Making sense of road markings in the United Kingdom
- How to avoid speed traps in Italy
- Emergency numbers for easy access on the road
- GPS coordinate listings for U.S. military installations overseas
- Handy reference charts to make European conversions a snap

“The getting behind the wheel in a foreign country can be nerve wracking, and these guides are full of tips that will put drivers at ease,” said Cheryl Boujnida, Member Services Manager for Stars and Stripes Europe. “The Stripes Road Guides are helpful for both new and experienced drivers who need up-to-date information on the rules and regulations of driving in Europe, plus, the guides are designed to be kept in your car for quick reference while traveling.”

Print copies are available at in-processing centers, Army and Air Force Exchange Car Care Centers, motor vehicle registration facilities, and family support centers overseas. For those not in Europe yet, Stripes Road Guides can be viewed digitally online or ordered through the Stripes Store.

-----------------------------

About [Stars and Stripes](http):

Stars and Stripes reports on military matters as the only independent source for news and information operating inside the U.S. Department of Defense that serves the global U.S. military community. Editorially independent of any outside interference and influence, Stars and Stripes provides commercially available U.S. and world news and objective, factual staff-produced stories relevant to the military community it serves.

In addition to providing news in print, Stars and Stripes offers its unique reporting on stripes.com, [mobile apps](http://ww2.stripes.com/digital/) and through our email newsletters. Get regular updates with a subscription to Daily Headlines, Weekly Updates, Stripes Opinion, Veteran’s News, or Military History newsletter. For unlimited digital access, visit [http://ww2.stripes.com/digital/](http://ww2.stripes.com/digital/)
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.